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(54) Method and system for the automatic analysis of an image of a biological sample

(57) Method for the automatic analysis of an image
(1, 11, 12, 13) of a biological sample with respect to a
pathological relevance, wherein
f) local features of the image (1,11,12,13) are aggregated
to a global feature of the image (1,11,12,13) using a bag
of visual word approach,
g) step a) is repeated at least two times using different
methods resulting in at least two bag of word feature
datasets, ,
h) computation of at least two similarity measures using
the bag of word features obtained from a training image
dataset and bag of word features from the image (1, 11,
12, 13)
i) the image training dataset comprising a set of visual
words, classifier parameters, including kernel weights
and bag of word features from the training images,
j) the computation of the at least two similarity measures
is subject to an adaptive computation of kernel normali-
zation parameters and / or kernel width parameters,
f) for each image (1,11,12,13) one score is computed
depending on the classifier parameters and kernel
weights and the at least two similarity measures, the at
least one score being a measure of the certainty of one
pathological category compared to the image training da-
taset,
g) for each pixel of the image (1,11,12,13) a pixel-wise
score is computed using the classifier parameters, the
kernel weights, the at least two similarity measures, the
bag of word features of the image (1, 11, 12, 13), all the

local features used in the computation of the bag of word
features of the image (1, 11, 12, 13) and the pixels used
in the computations of the local features,
h) the pixel-wise score is stored as a heatmap dataset
linking the pixels of the image (1, 11, 12, 13) to the pixel-
wise scores.
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Description

[0001] In the following an embodiment of the method is described. The task described herein is the generation of a
local scoring (i.e. some form of metrics) for the detection of regions in an image which are suspicious of cancer. The
efficient analysis of medical images for cancer cell detection is an important application, but the method can also be
used of the analysis of other images related to biological samples, like PET scans of the brain.
[0002] Other sources of images can originate from an analysis of inflammated tissue; CT scans, MRI scans; combination
images from the above such as PET+MRI fusion. But biological sample also include samples of immobilized body liquids
such as blood, cerebrospinal fluid, urine, bile, ejaculate, saliva, blood serum, lymph, mucus, peritoneal fluid, pleural fluid,
gastric juice, tears, vaginal secretion
[0003] The automatic generation of the score can be an important tool for the doctor in assessing a large number of
images.
[0004] Embodiments of the invention are shown figures.

Fig. 1 shows an overview of an embodiment for the processing of an image;

Fig. 1A shows a more detailed overview of an embodiment of the processing of an image;

Fig. 2 shows a flowchart of an embodiment for the testing procedure;

Fig. 3 shows an embodiment of a computation of a kernel;

Fig. 4 graphical depiction of a SVM prediction function over one-dimensional inputs using RBF kernels.

Fig. 5 a first example of a heatmap showing the certainty of cancer in an image;

Fig. 6 a second example of a heatmap showing the certainty of cancer in an image;

[0005] Starting with a histological section of a tissue sample, a digitized image is prepared (see Fig.1). Usually the
tissue samples are taken from the body and cut into thin slices, so that single cells can be made visible. Furthermore,
the tissue samples can be stained, e.g. with Haematoxylin, which stains different cell types differently. The biological
sample is then photographed under a microscope with appropriate magnification to yield a color image of the tissue
sample.
[0006] The digitized image is made up from pixels in a way known in the prior art. The method uses the digitized
image, i.e. the pixels for further analysis, in particular the generation of the score for a region of the image denoting
whether cancer cells are present or not.
[0007] In the presented embodiment, the score is normalized into the range [-11]. A positive score in [0 1] indicates
presence of cancer within a region in the image, with 1 being the maximal value of certainty. A negative score in [-1 0)
indicates the absence of cancer cell, with -1 being the maximal value of certainty.
[0008] The score for a region can be annotated into an output image which is then used in further analysis. Alternatively,
different color shades overlaid over the original image can be used to visualize the certainty of the presence of cancer.
E.g. a red semitransparent overlay on the original image can indicate a higher certainty of the presence of cancer.
[0009] However the annotation of a region as a whole with the certainty score or coloring the region according to the
score has one disadvantage. Typically the score is computed for a region having a size such that the region contains
multiple cells. The score is constant for that region. While it has advantages to compute the score over a larger region
having multiple cells with respect to robustness of the score, the contributions of parts of the region to the score, like
particular cells, cannot be seen in such kind of coloring of the image.
[0010] But the embodiment of the method offers a further advantage, since it allows an analysis of how much each
pixel contributes to the score over a certain region of the image containing the pixel. This is achieved by a different color
coding (see Fig. 6).
[0011] The output image shows the original input image converted into shades of gray with overlaid colors varying in
shades from red to blue. An increasing red hue of a pixel denotes that this pixel contributes evidence for presence of
cancer; an increasing blue hue denotes that this pixel contributes evidence against the presence of cancer. A green hue
denotes low evidence for either possibility.
[0012] In following the different steps in obtaining the analysis will be described. The embodiments of the methods
herein can be used in a system, e.g. an automated medical device, to analyze biological samples. Even though in the
following a method is described it is understood that the method can be embedded in software and / or hardware to be
used as a system.
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[0013] In Fig. 1 under section 1 a digitized image 1 of a biological sample is shown. From this image subimages
11,12,13 are generated which preferably overlap each other. The overlapping has the effect that certain features in the
image are not always confined e.g. to a border of one of the subimages 11,12,13. A subimage is an ordered set of
subimage channels, a subimage channel is an ordered set of pixels.
[0014] In principle it is possible to apply the following process to one image alone, without generating subimages 11,
12, 13. Using subimages 11,12,13 has certain computational advantages, so in the following the use of subimages 11,
12, 13 will be described.
[0015] The automatic generation of subimages 11, 12, 13 can be performed based on a fixed format along a given
grid. In principle other methods can be used such as adaptive subimage sampling. In this method at first the format of
potential subimage 11,12,13 is fixed. Then each region of the image that satisfies the fixed format gets assigned a score.
The score can be a function of the color values of pixels of that region in a new color channel which is generated by an
application of an arbitrary function on the color channels of the original image. A subimage 11, 12, 13 is created if the
score is above a certain threshold value.
[0016] Alternatively, all these scores are normalized, so that they are non-negative and sum up to one. Each score
belongs to one region in the image which satisfies the fixed format and therefore, can be used as subimage 11,12,13.
The normalized scores are discrete probability distributions over regions. In the alternative procedure subimages 11,
12, 13 are created by drawing regions from this discrete probability distribution.
[0017] This procedure has the advantage that e.g. fat tissue or empty spaces turn out very bright. Stronger colored
zones are of higher interest since there cells, cell nucleus or other colored objects of interest can be found. Consequently
those should be covered more detailed by subimages 11, 12, 13. One reason for using subimages is the separate
processability which allows computational parallelization on CPU or GPU clusters.
[0018] Another reason for using subimages is that the size of the image or subimage used to compute the bag of word
features has substantial influence on the classification performance of the system in the sense if error rates. The size
of the subimages can be chosen sufficiently large in order to be able to recognize certain structures relevant for the
detection of cancer such as cell growth patterns which are typically visible from some size on. Larger subimages improve
the robustness of the bag of word features used in the method here against noise. On the other hand considering too
large subimages may result in overlooking smaller cancerous structures embedded in otherwise normal tissue. As
explained later a bag of words feature is computed from many local features. If the subimage or image is too large then
the local features computed over regions corresponding to normal tissue will dominate in the resulting bag of words
feature which explains why smaller cancerous structures embedded in otherwise normal tissue can be overlooked in
too large images or subimages.
[0019] Now regions 21, 22 are calculated for each subimage 11,12,13 which then can form the basis for further
processing.
[0020] In Fig. 1 under section 2.1.1 it is shown that for each subimage 11, 12, 13 regions are calculated for the extraction
of local features for that region 21, 22. A local feature is a function of the region, i.e. a set of numerical values describing
certain properties of the region, a region is a set of pixels.
[0021] A number of input parameters are required for the definition of a region 21, 22. In the following some examples
are described. A circle can be defined by the position of a basis pixel (i.e. the center of the circle) and the radius measured
in pixels. An elliptic region (see Fig. 1 section 2.2.1) can be defined by the length of the long and the short axis and the
position of a basis pixel for the center or a focal point of the ellipse. A quadratic region can be described by a basis pixel
location and a side length. Similarly other geometric shapes can be used to define a region 21, 22.
[0022] In general the region can be defined by the region’s shape and the region size. Furthermore, the number of
regions 21, 22 within a subimage 11,12,13 is an input parameter for determining the region. It is possible to automatically
choose the number, size and / or shape of the regions 21, 22 adaptively, e.g. proportionally to the number of the pixels
in the subimage 11, 12, 13.
[0023] In the following we assume that the region shape is such that it can be identified by a basis pixel, that means
we specify a pixel and this allows to allocate uniquely the corresponding region.
[0024] Given the input parameters, it is possible to calculate different regions 21, 22 in the subimages 11, 12, 13. In
the following three different embodiments are described which can be used to define basis pixels (e.g. the center or
corner of the region) for the regions.

1. A biased sampling approach requires the computation of a probability distribution over pixels from the subimage
11, 12, 13. For example the distribution is proportional to the grey values of a pixel.

[0025] One possible example for a biased random sampling involves a subimage of grey values which is computed
from the subimage. The grey values are scaled such that they lie in the interval [0,1] for each pixel. This grey-value
subimage can be turned into a probability map by dividing each pixel value by the total sum of the grey values in the
grey subimage. This probability map is a two-dimensional matrix, each entry is a non-negative value and corresponds
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to one pixel and the sum of its values sums up to one. Thus it is a discrete probability distribution over pixels and given
a fixed number N, N basis pixels can be drawn from it. Each of the pixels corresponds uniquely to a region.

2. A grid sampling approach selects pixels by defining a regular grid, e.g. a honeycomb pattern, a triangle pattern,
a quadratic grid etc.. The pixels which lie closest to the corner points of the overlaid grid are selected.

3. An overlapping grid sampling approach is a variation of the grid sampling approach. The regular grid is used as
well to select pixels, but the pixels are chosen so that the corresponding regions 21, 22 do overlap. It is an advantage
that the overlapping of local features captures more information.

[0026] The result of this process step is a set of regions 21, 22 in the subimage 11,12,13. Each of the regions is defined
as a set of pixels. The regions 21, 22 in the subimage 11,12, 23 can have different shapes and / or sizes.
[0027] Having defined regions 21, 22 it is possible to characterize them by calculating local features, i.e. some numerical
characterization of the region 21, 22 (see Fig. 1 section 2.1.2 and Fig. 2 process step 100).
[0028] The input parameters for the local feature calculation are a region 21, 22, i.e. a set of pixels, as defined in the
previous process step and - if necessary - some parameters for the algorithm (e.g. the quantile parameters for a quantile
based local feature).
[0029] The output of the local feature computation is an ordered set of real numbers (e.g. in form of a vector, depicted
in Fig. 1 section 2-1-2 and Fig. 2, process step 100). Furthermore, parameters specifying the position, extent and
geometry of the region can be computed, which will be required, if a heat map (see below) will be generated.
[0030] In the following a number of local features and their methods of computations are discussed. The methods can
be used individually or in any combination.
[0031] Each of the local features mentioned in the following can be computed over a set of color channels which are
computed from the original color channels by applying a transformation on the original color channels. One simple
example for such a transformation is the function which computes for each pixel the grey value and the blue value from
the pixels of a RGB image that is used as input.

1. One known method for computing local features in an image is the gradient-based descriptor underlying the
scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT).

2. A pixel-wise intensity quantile estimator vector method utilizes the intensity of a pixel-wise function of the subimage
11, 12, 13. The quantile estimator vectors are sets of quantile estimators for varying quantile values e.g.: 0: minimum
value, 0.5: median value and 1 maximum value.

3. A pixel wise gradient norm quantile estimator vector method uses gradient norms computed from the intensity
values of a pixel-wise function of the subimage 11, 12, 13. From the set of gradient norms over a region a set of
quantile estimators corresponding to various quantile values are computed e.g.: 0: minimum value, 0.5: median
value and 1 maximum value computed by a pixel wise intensity quantile estimator vector method.

4. A method using histograms of pixel-wise intensities.

5. A method using histograms of pixel-wise gradient norm.

[0032] Furthermore, local features can be computed from gradients at pixels over regions selected.
[0033] The preceding process steps are used in the case of testing real images 1 but also in a training procedure for
the method.
[0034] The training procedure comprises a process step (section 2.2 in Fig. 1) which uses the output of the local
feature calculation (section 2.1.2 in Fig. 1) to compute visual words (i.e. an analogue term from the text-based bag-of-
words approach, only applied to local features extracted from images) from the local features extracted from the subim-
ages 21, 22. This can be understood as a computation of prototypes. Examples for this computation are K-Means, local
coordinate coding (Wang et al., Locality-constrained linear coding for image classification, Computer Vision and Pattern
recognition Conference (CVPR), 2010) and ERCF (Moosmann et al., Randomized clustering forests for image classifi-
cation, IEEE Transaction on Pattern Analysis & Machine Intelligence, 30(9):1932-1646, Sep. 2008)
[0035] Visual words are a set of points which are chosen in the space of local features (e.g."Visual Pattern Analysis
in Histopathology Images Using Bag of Features" by Cruz-Roa et al. in Bayro-Corrochano, Eklundh (Eds.), CIAPR 2009,
LNCS 5856, pp. 521-528, 2009, Springer.)
[0036] The next process step (section 2.3 in Fig.1) is common to training and testing alike. For each subimage 11,
12, 13 a bag of words analysis is performed on the local features from the subimages 11, 12, 13.
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[0037] The visual word obtained before (section 2.2. in Fig.1) are used for all bags of words to be computed. Further-
more, the process step (section 2.3 in Fig. 1) requires parameters for the algorithm such as parameters defining a
mapping function, examples of which will be described below.
[0038] A bag of word feature can be represented as an ordered set of real values. Each entry in the set corresponds
to one visual word from the set of visual words. The computation of a bag of words feature is composed from two steps.
[0039] At first, each local feature is mapped onto an ordered set of real values. Each entry in this set corresponds to
one visual word. The number of elements in the ordered set is equal to the number of visual words.
[0040] Then, all these ordered sets coming from different local features are aggregated into one ordered set which
constitutes the BoW feature.
[0041] The mapping of a local feature onto an ordered set is usually based on distances (e.g. l2 or chi2) of the local
feature from a subimage 11,12,13 to the visual words. In textual analysis TF-IDF (term frequency-inverse document
frequency) is a well known mapping scheme. In Computer Vision - as it is the case in this embodiment - typically one
has a notion of distance between the local features as additional information so that more elaborate weighting schemes
such as soft codebook mapping are applicable.
[0042] Each of the ordered sets is then aggregated into one ordered set of real values which is the final BoW feature
and has the number of dimensions equal to the number of visual words.
[0043] The aggregation can be achieved by summing up the ordered sets of real numbers element-wise separately
over all local features, i.e. not summing up different elements of the ordered set but summing up each element separately
over all local features - see equation (0) below.
[0044] The input is a set of local features {l1,,...,lN} belonging to one subimage and a mapping scheme {md, d=1,...,V}
which maps each local feature onto the d-th entry in the ordered set (the mapping scheme contains the visual words
implicitly, typically the mappings of the weighting scheme across histogram dimensions d are related to each other)
[0045] The output is a bag of word feature x, with xd is its value in the d-th dimension. This can be expressed formally as 

where li is a local feature and md is the weighting scheme, a mapping of a local feature onto histogram dimension d
which depends on the set of visual words. This yields one global bag of word feature for each subimage. The features
can be normalized, e.g, multiplying x with a function of x.
[0046] In the following some methods for the assignment of bag of words are described.

1. In a bag of words soft mapping approach the mapping of a local features onto an ordered set of real values is
performed such that for each set of local features which belongs to a subimage 11, 12, 13 there exists at least one
local feature such that the mapping of this local feature is non-zero in at least two elements of the ordered set which
is the result of this mapping. (in mathematical terms: for each subimage 11, 12, 13, exists one li and exists at least
two mapping dimensions d such that md(li) > 0.

[0047] In contrast, a hard mapping approach (such as TF or TF-IDF) maps each local feature on exactly one element
of the ordered set which is the result of this mapping. The next two alternatives refer to soft mapping procedures.

2. A bag of word soft mapping "rank" approach uses additionally an exponent parameter and computes the ranks
of distances of a local feature to the set of visual words. The exponent parameter specifies the rate of decay of the
numerical value of the mapping as a function of the rank. This method avoids oversmoothing by guaranteeing a
sufficient decrease of mapping values as functions of ranks of distances. Be Rkd(l) the rank of the distance of the
local feature to the visual word which is represented by dimension d in the bag of words feature.

[0048] The mapping of a local feature given a set of visual words is performed follows: 
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[0049] The mapping value for a dimension corresponding to a visual word is proportional to the exponent parameter
p power the rank of this visual word Rkd(l) with respect to the distances of all visual words of the local feature. The rank
is computed with respect to the distance between the local feature and all the visual words. The mapping value is set
to zero if the rank exceeds a threshold N.

3. The bag of word approach "soft mapping including an adaptive exponent" uses the local feature I to compute
distances of that local feature to the visual words. It computes a parameter σ defining the rate of decay of the
numerical value of the mapping as a function of the distances between the local feature and each of the visual words
in an adaptive manner.

[0050] Additional input parameters are the number of nonzero entries N in the mapping md (l¡) and a positive mapping
value factor v ∈] 0,1 [ for the smallest nonzero entry, which is necessary for the adaptive computation of the parameter
defining the rate of decay. The mapping values for dimensions corresponding to all other visual words except for the N
nearest visual words are then set to zero. Be wd the visual word corresponding to dimension d in the bag of word feature.
[0051] The mapping of a local feature given a set of visual words proceeds as follows: 

[0052] The mapping value for a dimension corresponding to a visual word is a non-increasing parameterized function
of the distance between the local feature and the visual word.
[0053] One example for a mapping value is the exponential of the negative distance where the distance is multiplied
with a scale parameter.
[0054] The parameter σ (l) is chosen adaptively such that the mapping value for the nearest visual word relative to
the given local feature is 1/v times larger than the mapping value for the N-nearest visual word where v is the mapping
value factor from above which gets used in the equation defining σ(l) below
[0055] Be dist1(l) = min{ν∈V} dist(l, ν) and distk (l) = dist(l, vo) such that vo yields the K-th smallest distance within the
set of distances between the local features I and the visual words. Then the parameter σ (l) is chosen as 

[0056] Note that ln(v) is negative due to v E] 0,1 [.
[0057] The soft mapping smoothes the mapping values of a local feature to neighboring visual words. It also improves
the classification performance. This method avoids oversmoothing by guaranteeing a sufficient decrease of mapping
values but adapts to local statistics in the space of local features.
[0058] One of advantages of the soft mapping approach is that it smoothes the mapping values of a local feature to
neighboring visual words and it improves classification performance. See also Gemert et al. "Kernel codebooks for scene
categorization", European Conference on Computer vision, 2008 for a discussion of soft mapping.

Kernel Computation

[0059] After the extraction of the local features and aggregation into global features, kernels needs to be computed
(see Fig. 3).
[0060] As can be seen in Fig. 3, for each subimage 11, 12, 13 (in Fig. 3: rows 1,..., N) L global features are known (in
Fig. 3 columns 1, ..., L).
[0061] Now L kernel matrices are computed (i.e. L separate matrices for testing and L separate matrices for training)
from the L global features, as described below.
[0062] A kernel matrix is a similarity matrix between two sets of features corresponding to two sets of images, in our
case subimages 11,12,13. Each entry in the matrix corresponds to a numerical value for similarity between two features,
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one from the left hand side set (i.e. row set) corresponding to one image and one from the right hand side set (i.e. column
set) corresponding to another image: 

[0063] The function k in equation 1 is called kernel function.
[0064] The sets of subimages 11,12,13 used to extract features vary between training and test stage. For this reason
the sets of features vary between training and test stage.
[0065] A kernel matrix has an additional requirement: when the left hand side set and the right hand side set are the
same, then the resulting matrix has to be non-negative definite, that means all eigenvalues of the matrix are non-negative.
[0066] For each subimage 11, 12, 13 a fixed number L of feature vectors has been computed in the previous steps.
Each feature vector has been computed with known fixed set of feature parameters. We call this complete set of feature
parameters which do not depend on the input image but are necessary for being able to compute a feature a feature
signature.
[0067] It can be assumed without loss of generality that the features for each image are ordered in the same manner
across all subimages 11,12,13: that means that the i-th feature (i∈{1,...,L})has been computed by the i-th feature signature
for every subimage 11, 12, 13.
[0068] This ordering is depicted in Fig. 3. Then multiple (i.e L) kernels are computed. For computation of the i-th kernel
two sets of images are defined taking the i-th feature vectors from each image of both sets. The sets of subimages
11,12,13 are different in training and testing stage.
[0069] In the following training subimages 11,12,13 are images for which manual annotation is available denoting the
presence and extent of cancer. In the case of analyzing other problems the type of manual annotation is replaced
accordingly, for example, in case of automatic analysis of inflammation of tissues the manual annotation is about the
presence and extent of inflammation cues in an image.
[0070] A training set of subimages 11,12,13 has to be obtained once for the classifier training during the training phase.
[0071] In the following testing subimages 11, 12, 13 are images for which a result according to the algorithm as a
whole is to be predicted.
[0072] Since two different sets of kernel matrices are generated for testing and training, the computation is described
below.

Training stage

[0073] Before subimages 11, 12, 13 (or images) can be tested by an embodiment of the method, the method needs
to be trained. This requires a kernel matrix to be computed between subsets of the bag of word features computed from
training subimages 11,12,13.
[0074] Input: Left hand side set for the i-th kernel matrix: i-th feature of a subset of the set of all training subimages
11, 12, 13 (Number of training subimages 11, 12, 13 used for kernel computation: Quantity G)
[0075] Right hand side set for the i-th kernel matrix: i-th feature of the same set as the left hand side.
[0076] Output: i-th training kernel matrix of format G x G.
[0077] The mapping is done according to equation 1 using a kernel function. For examples of kernel functions see
equations (2) to (7) below.

Testing stage

[0078] Input: Left hand side set for the i-th kernel matrix: i-th feature of a subset of the set of all training images or
subimages (Number of training subimages 11,12,13 used for kernel computation: quantity G)
[0079] Right hand side set for the i-th kernel matrix: i-th feature of all testing subimages (Number of testing subimages
11,12,13 used for kernel computation: quantity N)
[0080] Output: i-th testing kernel matrix of format GxN.
[0081] The mapping is done according to equation 1 using a kernel function. For examples of kernel functions see
equations (2) to (7) below. For computing the i-th kernel the same kernel function has to be used during training and
testing phase, however the kernel function can vary across feature/kernel indices (i.e. the kernel function for the first
feature/kernel can be different from the one for the second).
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Kernel functions used for equation (1)

[0082] In the following some embodiments for kernels which can be used in connection with the above given equation
(1).

1. A Linear kernel as defined by 

where 〈·,·〉 denotes any scalar product on the vector space Rd, for example the canonical scalar product which gives
rise to the Euclidean norm there. p is a kernel normalization parameter.
2. A generalized exponential kernel as defined by 

[0083] The generalized exponential kernel has two parameters: the normalization parameter p and the kernel width
w. d is a distance function such that the resulting kernel matrix is positive definite in the sense defined above. Examples
for this type of kernel function are the below given as Gaussian and chi2 kernel functions defined below.

3. A Gaussian kernel is defined by 

where  is the square of the Euclidean norm. The Gaussian kernel has two parameters: the normalization

parameter p and the kernel width w.
4. A chi2 kernel is defined by

where x(d) denotes the d-th component of the vector x. In case of all components of both vectors being zero the
kernel value is equal to p.
5. A polynomial kernel is defined by 
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where t is the degree of the kernel.
6. A histogram intersection kernel is defined by 

where x(d) denotes the d-th component of the vector x.

Adaptive Estimation on Kernel parameters

[0084] The kernels which have been listed above have at least one parameter which is adapted during the process,
e.g. the normalization constant p and / or the kernel width w. These parameters can be changed for each kernel using
the following methods. Further below, it is described how to compute the new choices of the parameters.

1. Changing kernel normalization parameter Be K0 any kernel matrix. Then 

defines a way to change the kernel normalization parameter.
2. Changing kernel width parameter and kernel normalization parameter Be K0 positive-valued kernel matrix with a
fixed width parameter w. 

defines a way to change the kernel width w and kernel normalization parameter p where the exp and log operators
apply element-wise to each element of the matrix separately. The operators are no matrix exponentials or logarithms.

[0085] These parameters can be chosen adaptively based on values obtained from features over sets of images or
subimages. This has the advantage that the parameters can be chosen on the correct scale of the kernel matrix values
computed over the data. This improves the classification performance.
[0086] Setting these parameter values p, w adaptively requires two inputs: a data set and a function to compute a
value from this dataset.

Kernel parameter computation

[0087] The computation of the kernel parameters uses kernel normalization estimation functions, kernel width esti-
mation functions kernel width and / or kernel normalization estimation datasets, described below.

1. Kernel normalization estimation functions

[0088] Be K any kernel matrix of format F x M. 
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where {|λi|, i=1,...,min(F,M)} are the absolute values of the singular values of a matrix coming from a singular value
decomposition.

2. Kernel normalization estimation functions: ’standard deviation in reproducing hilbert space’

[0089] Be K any kernel matrix of format F x M.

[0090] The constant 10-8 avoids numerical degenerations and can be replaced by another small numerical value. The
operator tr(K) is defined above by equation (11).

3. Kernel normalization estimation functions: cosine angle

[0091] Given a Fx M matrix K, p is in this special case a Fx M matrix as well. The equations (8) and (9) are meant as
element-wise multiplication of two matrices in this case. 

the constant 10-8 avoids numerical degenerations and can be replaced by another small numerical value.

4. Kernel width estimation functions

[0092] w is chosen as mean or quantile estimator such as median of the set of values given by the matrix -log(Ko),
where the logarithm applies to every element in the matrix separately. The matrix K0 has been computed using any
kernel function, examples are the given kernel functions in equations (3) to (6) and using w = 1 and p = 1 for them.
[0093] The quantile parameter of the quantile estimator can be 0.5 corresponding to the median. Alternatively the
parameter can be chosen such that the classification performance measured for example by the classification error rate
is small.

5. Kernel width and kernel normalization estimation datasets

[0094] The kernel width can be computed in different way, e.g. based on training dataset, testing datasets or a mixture
of both.
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a) Inputs for computing the matrix Ko for usage in equations (8) and (9):

[0095] Left hand side set for the i-th kernel: i-th feature of a subset of the set of all training subimages 11,12,13 (Number
of training subimages 11,12,13 used for kernel computation: quantity G)
[0096] Right hand side set for the i-th kernel: same as left hand side
[0097] The advantage of this method is that it does not require re-training of classifiers because the training set kernel
(see the output in Section 1.2 for its definition) does never change.

b) Kernel parameters from test

[0098] Left hand side set for the i-th kernel: i-th feature of a subset of the set of all testing images or subimages
(Number of testing subimages 11, 12, 13 used for kernel computation: quantity N).
[0099] Right hand side set for the i-th kernel: same as left hand side.
[0100] The advantage of this method is that one can adapt kernel parameters to changing statistics of the images for
which a result is to be predicted. However this method requires to recompute the training set kernel (see the output in
Section 1.2 for its definition) according to equations (8) or (9) and subsequently, to re-train classifiers.

c) Kernel parameters from train and test

[0101] Left hand side set for the i-th kernel: i-th feature of a subset of the set of all training and testing images or
subimages (Number of training and testing subimages 11,12, 13 used for kernel computation: quantity G + N)
[0102] Right hand side set for the i-th kernel: same as left hand side
[0103] The advantage of this method is that one can adapt kernel parameters to changing statistics if the images for
which a result is to be predicted. Additionally by including features from a subset of training images one can avoid
overshooting of the adaptation to features from testing images or subimages when comparing to the former method.
The adaptation is more moderate than the former method and robust to outliers in the testing images or subimages.
However this method also requires to recompute the training set kernel (see the output in Section 1.2 for its definition)
according to equations (8) or (9) and subsequently, to re-train classifiers.
[0104] In the following the using of multiple kernels and their unequal weighting is discussed.
[0105] Using multiple features brings the advantage that each feature is computed using different parameters and
therefore can capture different aspects of an input image (e.g. subimage 11,12,13). Note that each kernel matrix is
computed from one feature signature over two sets of images.
[0106] Using multiple kernel matrices together with unequal weights for them permits the generation of an input for
classification, namely the resulting weighted kernel similarity matrix between two sets of subimages 11, 12, 13, which
is adapted to the varying information content of the contributing features by giving higher weights to kernels which
correspond to more informative features.
[0107] When selecting kernel parameters adaptively based on a reference set, a reference set can be a subset of
testing images, a subset of subimages 11, 12, 13 used during training or a combination of both.
[0108] A too small kernel width parameter is known to lead to a phenomenon called overfitting. The similarities encoded
in the kernel matrix will be too sensitive to small differences in feature vectors coming from noise contained in these
features.
[0109] A too large value of the kernel width parameter is known to lead to a phenomenon called underfitting. The
kernel matrix will be too insensitive to larger differences in feature vectors coming from informative signal content. Both
extremes lead to decreased classification performance. The signal to noise ratio is different for each kernel matrix.
[0110] Therefore optimizing/setting the kernel width parameter leads to an improvement in the classification perform-
ance.

Kernel normalization parameter

[0111] Given a fixed weighting of kernel matrices, a too small kernel normalization parameter p for one of the kernels
leads to this one kernel having merely little influence on the resulting kernel mixture and the similarities encoded therein.
Effectively this removes the mis-scaled kernel from the kernel mixture. If we assume that the mis-scaled kernel contains
information useful for classification, then this results in a drop in classification performance.
[0112] A too large kernel normalization parameter for one kernel results in this one kernel dominating all other kernels
in the kernel mixture. Again, if the other kernels contain useful information, then this implies a drop in classification
performance as well. Supervised learning is about extracting structures from a training data set and applying them on
unseen test data. During that process one has to take care that one extracts rather informative structures from training
data than noise components. Noise components are structures which can be found only in the finite set of training
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samples and which cannot be found in/ validated on the majority of test data samples.
[0113] In order to be valid the assumption that structures from training data can be transferred and applied to test data
requires that all objects (e.g. sets, matrices, vectors) are computed using the same parameters and methods for training
and test data.
[0114] Badly scaled kernel parameters make transfer of information from training to test data difficult because they
permit the algorithm either to focus on noise components (overfitting) or they make the algorithm too insensitive to
informative structures (underfitting).

Testing on Test Kernel

[0115] Now K test kernels have been computed and they have been adapted based on computed kernel parameters.
Not a score, i.e. being a measure of the cancer certainty in the subimage 11,12,13, is calculated.
[0116] The classification stage is about classifying every subimage 11, 12, 13, this means each subimage 11,12,13
gets assigned a numeric value denoting the certainty of presence of cancer in this subimage 11, 12, 13. The numerical
value is called output score in the following.
[0117] In the subsequent heatmap stage for each subimage 11, 12, 13 a heatmap is computed. A heatmap is an
assignment providing for each pixel of the subimage 11,12,13 a numerical value which is the contribution of this pixel
in the subimage 11, 12, 13 to the output score of the subimage 11, 12, 13. The numerical value can be represented by
a color which gives rise to a heatmap.
[0118] The heatmap stage requires for computing the heatmap for one subimage 11,12,13 the test kernel for that
subimage 11, 12, 13, the test features, in case of bag of words features all the local features and their positions within
one subimage 11,12,13. Finally, the heatmaps for all subimages 11,12,13 get overlaid into one big heatmap of the input
image.

Classification

[0119] Domain: one subimage x

Inputs:

[0120]

• L Test kernels kl with column corresponding to the features of the subimage.
• Weights for Kernels {βl / l=1,...L}
• further parameters ({αi/ i=1,...,I},b) defining the classifier

Output:

[0121] Output Score f(x) denoting certainty of presence of cancer in the subimage x. In the following three ways are
listed as examples how the output score an be computed.

1. 

This method uses the multiple kernel learning output function as given for example in Kloft et al., Lp norm multiple
kernel learning, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 12:953-997, March 2011).
2. 
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The difference between this and the previous method is the way to combine the L kernels kl into one kernel during
classification. The power weighting used in this method parameterizes the kernel mixture differently. It can give
empirically better results sometimes. A method for generalized multiple kernel learning is described in Manik Varma
and Bodla Rakesh Babu. More generality in efficient multiple kernel learning. In International Conference on Machine
Learning (ICML), page 134, 2009.
3. 

This method requires one weight for each kernel I and kernel row i. The first method is a special case of this method.

[0122] This can improve classification performance because each kernel and each kernel row gets a separate weight
a;i but the number of parameters defining the classifier I x L is larger than for the first and second method I + L. This
has the disadvantage of slower classification and the selection of the parameters (during training phase) is more difficult
compared to the first and second method. It is known that classifier training in practice can overfit easier when there are
more parameters to learn.
[0123] Learning the weights can be done during training phase via non-sparse MKL (Kloft et al., Lp norm multiple
kernel learning, Journal of Machine Learning Research, 12:953-997, March 2011), MKL-KDA (Yan et al., Non-sparse
Multiple Kernel Learning for Fisher Discriminant Analysis, Proceedings of the 2009 Ninth IEEE International Conference
on Data Mining, ICDM ’09, 2009, pages 1064-1069); Yan et al., Lp norm multiple kernel Fisher discriminant analysis for
object and image categorization, Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition, IEEE Computer Society Conference on,
2010, pages 3626-3632) or Algorithm of Cao et al. (Cao et al., Heterogeneous feature machines for visual recognition,
ICCV, 2009, pages1095-1102).

Heatmap

[0124] Domain: one subimage x

Inputs:

[0125]

• all inputs from classification stage
• L input features
• in case of input feature being a bag of word feature: all local features which belong to the bag of word feature and

their positions within a subimage

Output:

[0126] For each pixel p of the subimage x a numerical value rel(p) denoting the contribution of this pixel for the
classification result f(x).
[0127] In the following the details for the computation of the heatmap are given.
[0128] Learning at the level of single pixels can suffer from instability, for example caused by failed segmentation.
Therefore, we derive the pixel-wise score from the prediction for a subimage 11, 12, 12 containing that pixel. Precisely,
the pixel-wise score is an average of the pixel-wise scores from all subimages 11,12,13 which contain the pixel.
[0129] For the subimage 11, 12, 13 a set of global bag of word features over local features has been computed.
Therefore we can break down the estimation of a pixel-wise score into two steps: at first by computing a dimension-wise
score for each dimension of each of the bag of word features for the subimage 11,12,13. Then we propagate down the
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dimension-wise scores to all local features in the subimage 11,12,13 which contribute to the bag of word dimensions.
[0130] The first step can be achieved by using first order Taylor expansions of a support vector machine (SVM)
prediction function. 

rd,m(x) is the relevance score for dimension d of bag of word feature m and input x which is here for notational simplicity
a concatenation of all bag of word features instead of a subimage 11, 12, 13.
[0131] Since we are interested in the explanation of the prediction of our system even in the case where the prediction
contradicts human experience or ground truth, we perform the Taylor expansion around a point x0 which is a root of the
prediction function f(xo)=0. Note that for a linear kernel this expansion is exact.
[0132] In the second part we exploit the additivity in the bag of word mapping formula (0). Assume the local feature t
belongs to the bag of word feature x, part M(t) 

defines the relevance for a local feature. It is the relevance score of a bag of word dimension weighted with the bag of
word contribution of the local feature to the dimension. Note that since we use soft mapping of local features to visual
words (Germert et al., Kernel Codebooks for Scene Categorization, ECCV, 2008) we have in general more than one
dimension d which has non-zero weights md(t).
[0133] Finally the relevance of a pixel is the average of the relevances of all local features which contain the pixel in
their support. The support of a local feature is the set of pixels from which that local feature is computed. 

[0134] This approach shares with (Baehrens et al., How to explain individual classification decisions, Journal of Machine
Learning Research, 11, pages 1803-1831, 2010) the usage of gradients in order to produce relevance scores at the
level of global features. However (Baehrens et al., How to explain individual classification decisions, Journal of Machine
Learning Research, 11, pages 1803-1831, 2010) does not attempt a Taylor expansion but considers the gradients ∇xf
(x) at the input point x that is to be classified. Note that the SVM prediction function is neither convex nor concave when
using RBF kernels. This implies that a gradient at the prediction point does not necessarily point to the nearest point on
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the decision boundary. It can point in a direction which never intersects a decision boundary or to a point on the decision
boundary which is far away and only limitedly representative for the prediction point x.
[0135] To see this consider a mixture with positive and negative coefficients of RBF-kernels in a one-dimensional
example as shown in Fig. 3. Gradients taken at points in the intervals [-2,0] and [3.5,6] lead to local extrema instead of
a root. Similarly, points on the boundaries of the depicted input interval such as -8 do not lead to a root.
[0136] This methodology to generate heatmaps here and its goals is substantially different from the correlation analysis
"Visual Pattern Analyis in Histopathology Images Using Bag of Features" by Cruz-Roa et al. in Bayro-Corrochano,
Eklundh (Eds.), CIAPR 2009, LNCS 5856, page 521-528, 2009, Springer. The following this article will be referred to
as Caicedo et al.
[0137] Caicedo et al. build on the ground truth labels whereas we use the prediction outcome of our classifiers. Caicedo
et al. formulate the goal of the correlation analysis to identify the most relevant visual words for a given concept over a
set of images.
[0138] In our case we want to identify the most relevant regions over the pixels of one image. We computed the
heatmaps for images where no ground truth has been determined. Furthermore we did not use any cell-wise or pixel-
wise ground truth for the Bag of word models.
[0139] Caicedo et al. results in a binary marking of regions which correspond to highly correlated visual word dimen-
sions.
[0140] Our approach results in a continuous scoring for each pixel which is covered by at least one local feature.
[0141] Methodically, the visual words in Caicedo et al. are determined by computing a correlation score between the
binary ground truth label of an image and the continuous value of a dimension of a Bag of word feature computed from
the same image. Thresholding the correlation coefficients yields the binary marking of regions in an image. By design,
this is not intended to be related to kernels or the prediction function. The domain for evaluation of correlation is a set
of images.
[0142] Methodically we linearize the prediction function in terms of Bag of word feature dimensions and trace this
linearization back to all local features. Our domain for evaluation is a set of local features within a single image.
[0143] In particular our approach has the advantage that we are able to mark regions accordingly which show medium
to low contribution for each separate Bag of word feature however where the sum over all bag of word features yields
a high contribution, even when correlation coefficients over sets of images would be low. In such a case a correlation-
based analysis as done in Caicedo et al. would fail to mark these regions.
[0144] In Fig. 2 a schematic flowchart showing an embodiment of the method is shown.
[0145] Starting point is an image from a biological sample, which is automatically analyzed. respect to a pathological
relevance.
[0146] In process step 100 local features from subimages 11, 12, 13 are extracted.
[0147] In process step 101 the local features of the subimage 11,12,13 are aggregated to a global feature of the image
(1, 11, 12, 13) using a bag of visual word approach. This process step is repeated at least two times using different
methods resulting in at least two bag of word feature datasets,,
[0148] Then in process step 102 a computation of at least two similarity measures using the bag of word features
obtained from a training image dataset 103 and bag of word features from the subimage 11, 12, 13 is performed.
[0149] The image training dataset 103 comprises a set of visual words, classifier parameters, including kernel weights
and bag of word features from the training images.
[0150] In process step 102 the computation of the at least two similarity measures is subject to an adaptive computation
of kernel normalization parameters and / or kernel width parameters.
[0151] For each subimage 11, 12, 13 at least one score is computed in process step 104 depending on the classifier
parameters and kernel weights and the at least two similarity measures, the at least one score being a measure of the
certainty of one pathological category compared to the image training dataset.
[0152] In process step 105 for each pixel of the subimage 11,12,13 a pixel-wise score is computed using the classifier
parameters, the kernel weights, the at least two similarity measures, the bag of word features of the subimage 11, 12,
13, all the local features used in the computation of the bag of word features of the subimage 11,12,13 and the pixels
used in the computations of the local features.
[0153] At last the pixel-wise score is stored in process step 106 as a heatmap dataset linking the pixels of the image
11,12,13 to the pixel-wise scores.
[0154] In Fig. 5 and 6 samples of heatmaps obtained by this method are given. The scores allow the ranking of regions
within the image showing the prediction of certainty of cancerous structures in the image
[0155] Greenish colors mark the background of the image, indicating no strong evidence, i.e. certainty for cancer.
Normal cells are identified by blue markers, i.e. relatively small elliptic markers. Suspicious regions are either marked
in yellow or red, indicating different levels of certainty.
[0156] In Fig. 5 five relatively small areas indicating normal cells are shown, throughout the image. In the upper right
hand corner of the image a rather diffuse cluster of cells has been identified a one certainty level marked in yellow There
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are four regions marked in red identified with a different certainty level, including one rather large, arc-shaped region
extending through the image.
[0157] Fig. 6 shows a different image in which the certainty regions have very different shapes. Three regions are
marked in blue indicating normal cells. One of the normal regions is embedded in between four regions of a higher certainty.
[0158] The heatmap can provide one more opinion in case of diverging opinions by human experts, or borderline
cases the heatmap explains the outcome of the classification by color-coding regions in a large image or subimage, this
allows human experts to understand the results in terms of which regions of an image or subimage contribute for the
classification results aggregated over subimages.
[0159] In particular the color coding can put emphasis on certain regions. This provides human experts with cues
where to look in a large image or a subimage, for example in case of diverging opinions or borderline cases.
[0160] The color coding from the the heatmap can serve as a second line check for medical experts whether they
have considered all relevant regions in a large image.
[0161] A system using one of the embodiments described above may comprise a usual computer hardware such as
a desktop computer, a notebook, a server, or network-connected sets of the above exemplary hardware types with or
without graphics processing cababilities.
[0162] The system is capable to load a large input image. The system may be designed such that it allows to do certain
manual preprocessing steps of the input image, for example selecting a region of the input image for analysis. This is
advantageous if the input image contains samples from multiple patients, or a medical expert wants a second opinion
based on a part of the input image.
[0163] Other possible automatic or manual preprocessing steps of the input image is correction of the average bright-
ness of the input image or a selected region of it, or normalizing the distribution of pixel values in the input image or a
selected region of it.
[0164] The system may be designed such that it checks for available hardware capabilities in order to determine what
parts of hardware to use, for example using a GPU unit or using multiple cores on a desktop computer or notebook or
using multiple CPUs on a server. The system may be designed such that it allows to select which hardware capabilities
to use after checking for them. Please note here that processing of subimages can be processed independently up to
the point of computing the heatmap for each subimage.
[0165] The system may be designed such that it allows to select one of several sets of parameters for classifying the
input image or subimages created from it and computing heatmaps for them. Each set of parameters requires its own
training dataset.
[0166] The system may be designed such that it allows to save the results which are the numerical values for certainty
for the image or subimages and the resulting heatmaps on storage media such as hard disks, usb sticks, tapes or
network-based storage solutions.
[0167] The examples in Fig. 5 and 6 show the use of a particular color is demonstrated. For images stained by
Haemtoxylin, a color channel combination with two color channels is advantageous, namely: grey (pixel-wise value
(red+green+blue )/3) and opponent color two (pixel-wise value ((red+green-2blue)+2)/4).
[0168] The Haematoxylin stain stains in shades of blue. The difference between red and green color per pixel contains
no useful information. Therefore we use as the first channel the grey color channel which captures the absolute staining
intensity and the opponent color 2 channel which captures the amount of blue color in a way that is invariant to adding
a constant value to the red, green and blue value of one pixel simultaneously. Toosee this add a constant c to the
opponent color channel 2 defined above. The value will not change.
[0169] This invariance makes subsequent feature extraction more robust against changes in illumination during creation
of images.
[0170] The embodiments of the method and the system can be used in the diagnosis or treatment of cancer or
neurological disease using PET scans of the brain.
[0171] Other sources of images can originate from an analysis of inflammated tissue; CT scans, MRI scans; combination
images from the above such as PET+MRI fusion. But biological sample also include samples of immobilized body liquids
such as blood, cerebrospinal fluid, urine, bile, ejaculate, saliva, blood serum, lymph, mucus, peritoneal fluid, pleural fluid,
gastric juice, tears, vaginal secretion. All these body fluid can provide diagnostical information.

1 Image

11 Subimage

12 Subimage

13 Subimage
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21 Region

22 Region

Claims

1. Method for the automatic analysis of an image (1, 11, 12, 13) of a biological sample with respect to a pathological
relevance, wherein

a) local features of the image (1,11,12,13) are aggregated to a global feature of the image (1, 11, 12, 13) using
a bag of visual word approach,
b) step a) is repeated at least two times using different methods resulting in at least two bag of word feature
datasets, ,
c) computation of at least two similarity measures using the bag of word features obtained from a training image
dataset and bag of word features from the image (1, 11, 12, 13)
d) the image training dataset comprising a set of visual words, classifier parameters, including kernel weights
and bag of word features from the training images,
e) the computation of the at least two similarity measures is subject to an adaptive computation of kernel
normalization parameters and / or kernel width parameters,
f) for each image (1, 11, 12, 13) at least one score is computed depending on the classifier parameters and
kernel weights and the at least two similarity measures, the at least one score being a measure of the certainty
of one pathological category compared to the image training dataset,
g) for each pixel of the image (1,11, 12,13) a pixel-wise score is computed using the classifier parameters, the
kernel weights, the at least two similarity measures, the bag of word features of the image (1,11,12,13), all the
local features used in the computation of the bag of word features of the image (1, 11,12,13) and the pixels
used in the computations of the local features,
h) the pixel-wise score is stored as a heatmap dataset linking the pixels of the image (1, 11, 12, 13) to the pixel-
wise scores.

2. Method according to claim 1, wherein a basis pixel for defining a region is determined by a biased sampling approach,
a grid sampling approach and / or an overlapping grid sampling approach.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, wherein local features are computed with a scale-invariant feature transform
(SIFT), a pixel-wise intensity quantile estimator vector method, a pixel wise gradient norm quantile estimator vector
method, a method using pixel wise intensity histograms and / or method using pixel wise gradient norm histograms.

4. Method according to at least on of the preceding claims, wherein the calculation of a bag of words from the local
features of the subimages (11, 12, 13) uses a method for soft mapping, a method for soft mapping with rank and /
or a method for soft mapping with adaptive exponent.

5. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein the image (1) is a subimage (11, 12, 13) taken
from an image of a biological sample.

6. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein the images and / or subimages comprise details
at approximately the same scale and / or the same color channel.

7. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein at least one kernel is a linear kernel, a generalized
exponential kernel, a Gaussian kernel, a chi2 kernel, a polynomial kernel or a histogram intersection kernel.

8. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein for at least one kernel parameter, especially a
kernel width and / or a kernel normalization parameter an adaptive estimation is performed.

9. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein a training image dataset is generated from a set
of subimages (11,12,13) together with a binary label for each of them indicating whether a certain medical condition,
especially for example cancer cells, structures indicating an ongoing inflammation process, is visible or not, by

a) computing a set of local features from the set of training images,
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b) computing visual words from the set of local features,
c) computing bag of words features from the set of training images using the visual words and the local features
from each image,
d) computing training kernels from the bag of words features
e) computing adaptive parameters for the kernels and adapting the kernels to these parameters
f) training a classifier on the kernels in order to obtain classifier parameters

10. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein visual words are computed by k-means and/ or
ERCF.

11. Method according to at least one of the preceding claims, wherein for images stained by Haematoxylin, a color
channel combination with two color channels, namely: grey (pixel-wise value (red+green+blue)/3) and opponent
color two (pixel-wise value ((red+green-2blue)+2)/4) is used.

12. Method according to one at least one of the preceding claims, wherein biased random sampling is used for the
generation of regions for local feature extraction.

13. Method according to one at least one of the preceding claims, wherein at least one set of parameters defining a
classifier is learned

a) using weights β1 constant for all kernels and then applying an support vector machine or
b) Lp norm multiple kernel learning or non-sparse multiple kernel learning for Fisher Discriminant Analysis or
c) using a generalized multiple kernel learning or,
d) using a heterogenous feature machine for visual recognition.

14. Method according to one at least one of the preceding claims, wherein the assignment of bag of words is generated
from soft mapping "rank" approach using additionally an exponent parameter and computing the ranks of distances
of a local feature to the set of visual words and / or a soft mapping including an adaptive exponent approach using
the local feature I to compute distances of that local feature to the visual words, especially choosing the parameter
σ(l) adaptively such that the mapping value for the nearest visual word relative to the given local feature is 1/v times
larger than the mapping value for the N-nearest visual word.

15. Method according to one at least one of the preceding claims, wherein local features are computed by at least one
of the following methods over transformations of the color channels in the input image:

a) Gradient-based descriptor underlying the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT),
b) vectors of quantile estimators defined by sets of quantile parameters using pixel-wise intensities taken from
the subimage 11,12,13;
c) vectors of quantile estimators defined by sets of quantile parameters using pixel-wise norms of gradients
taken from the subimage 11, 12, 13,
d) a method using histograms of pixel-wise intensities,
e) method using histograms of pixel-wise gradient norm,
f) a combination of b) and c),
g) a combination d) and e).

16. System for the automatic analysis of an image (1, 11, 12, 13) of a biological sample with respect to a pathological
relevance with means for performing the method according to at least one of the claims 1 to 15.
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